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OF ABSENTEEISM
by Linda Geary and Joan McMillan
Saturday . . . wonderful, relax
ed, peaceful Saturday. You turn off
that loud, obnoxious alarm clock
and prepare to doze back into the
twilight zone of sleep, relishing the
feeling of not having to trudge
through the morning weather to
your 8:00 am class. You are just
about to surrender yourself to
dreamland when your roommate —
whom you notice is dressed in the
early morning student regalia, warm
clothing and a backpack slung over
the shoulder — bangs open the
bedroom door and begins a running
commentary about a misplaced
notebook.
"Why are you worrying?" you
mumble. "It's Saturday."
"No it's not!", says your room
mate as the 7:55 bellchimes begin to
peel out from the Immaculata.
"It's Friday, and . . . hey, don't
you have an 8:00 o'clock class to
day?"
The bad thing about it is that your
roommate is right; the second bad
thing is that the professor of the class
has an unbending policy of lowering
the course grade after three
absenses. Having started your
semester with a resolution to get
good grades, do you lie there in the
nice warm bed, formulating a plausi
ble excuse to recite to your pro
fessor? Or do you drag yourself out
of bed, array yourself in the nearest
clothes and make it to class in time?
In our careers as college students,
most of us are faced with similar in
cidents to the one described — the
decision of whether or not to grace a
class in unprepared turmoil and tar
diness.
We are at a time, in the beginning
of a new spring semester that indeed
promises an abundance of warm,
sunny spring days that take the place
of those warm beds on cold morn
ings of fall semester — both serve as
contributing agents towards
absenteeism.
USD students are consistently

confronted with the inevitable ques
tion that arises more frequently as
the year moves on into spring, upon
deciding whether or not to go to
class. I have yet to find a student
who, in the course of his entire class
career has failed to miss one.
Students all have reason to shine
class every now and then, and dur
ing the feverish days of spring
semesters those alibis become laden
with priorities that lay around the
glistening pool at the Sports Center,
weeknight parties, the latest fashions
in swimwear, and USD's famous
tanning competitions. Warm San
Diego weather has been known to
intoxicate even the most studious
and conservative insect collectors,
the computer-obsessed maniacs of
the media center, and the all-night
Van Goghers of the art department,
coaxing the dedicated student out of
the classroom chambers and into oc
casional absenteeism.
Beautiful weather and all the other
additional fringe benefits that play
along with springtime are not to be
ignored, for outside of classwork lies
a world bound up with essential lifegiving benefits in sports, physical ac
tivities, social interaction, personal
interests, and the utmost content of
being able to sleep in without the ob
noxious jarring buzz of that familiar
alarm. Usually such past times are
related to weekends, or to time
spared after the schoolwork is done.
But what if one were to calculate
class time, the content of that class,
and the amount of education of it, in
comparison to the possible wasted
time felt spent in attendance of it?
Objectively, if a student feels that a
certain class time is consumed by a
lousy professor — perhaps one who
offers nothing more than the text of
fers, and who requires no input
other than test — the time could
possibly be utilized more in a game
of tennis, or in studying for another
class, or even for that lousy class. It is
within the student's responsibility to

make such value judgements upon
his use of time in order to get exactly
what he wants from curricular and
extracurricular
activities.
Absenteeism can be beneficial if
regulated accordingly to one's needs
as a student; relaxation, ease from
stress and anxiety, and detachment
from pressures that lie within the
boundaries of a classroom are crucial
in genuine education and wellroundedness, two qualities that
abound in the atmosphere of USD.
It is up to the student to choose. If
attendance is heavily calculated into
a grading scale, and a late rude
awakening from a dream flings one
into reality, into the realization that,
"Oh,
!, this is the second
time I've slept in!," and the first
priority is a good grade in that class,
he will choose not to miss another
class. According to personal
priorities, absenteeism is not even a
choice for him. It's out of the ques
tion.
On the other hand is the student
who occasionally splurges to miss
class for a spontaneous whim so
necessary that it becomes a priority
of the moment, in order to escape
the seemingly ceaseless demands of
school: You rigorously studied the
entire weekend and brought yourself
ahead of your classes, but it's only
Wednesday and the thought of an
open book sends your sinuses reel
ing. In the Lark a couple friends are
about to go party. You immediately
know your choice. As the responsi
ble guardian of your own sanity,
how could you in your right mind
choose to attend that dreadfully bor
ing GE class full of freshmen, where,
you feel nothing is learned? Just for
today, you act upon your leisureoriented need without giving up a
feeling of responsiblity. A few USD
students feel that borrowed notes
after a day of absence are just as
good, if not better than their own;
the majority see borrowing notes as
just an added pain, but if necessary

will not fail to do so.
Whether the student prepares for
it or not, entrance into the realm of
college life carries with it a large
measure of responsibility. What one
ultimately does with this responsibili
ty is of his own choice. Most pro
fessors stipulate, either on their
course syllabus or during the first few
classes, their class attendance policy.
It is even stated in the USD Hand
book that a student is expected to at
tend all of his classes frequently. The
idea of regular class attendance by
students seems to be not a
professor's way of wielding authori
ty, but is ultimately a policy which is
geared towards student learning and
the development of responsibility.
"These four years or so of college
can be compared to a regular job;
just as missing many days of work
can have its penalties, so can missing
many days of class cause problems
for a serious student. Attending class
is your job. Penalties will be assessed
for excessive absences here as they
would be at any job. How do you
think your boss will react if you show
up to work irregularly and not on
time? Chances are, you will either be
fired or fail to be promoted. The at
tendance policy is perfectly consis
tent with the situation that the stu
dent will face in the outside world,"
comments Dr. Edwin Stecher, Assis
tant Professor, Economics.
Although some professors have
expressed the notion that, if a stu
dent is bored and disinterested in a
class, they would rather not have
such a student there, most seem to
feel that regular attendance in class is
highly important to learning. It
seems that missing a few sessions
here and there is more or less natural
in student life. However, if a student
finds himself missing classes fre
quently, and cannot discipline him
self to make it to a course ... or
even many courses, he may want to
take a good look at his attitude about
school. It is rather dangerous — and

sometimes humiliating — to fre
quently miss a class and then try to
approach a professor with a proposi
tion of doing some extra credit work
to make up for frequent absences.
Whether or not one agrees with a
professor's policy of attendance in
class, it is a good idea to follow the
rules which are set down by an in
structor at the beginning of the year.
The regulation of attending class is
generally given to aid the student in
making choices about responsibility
which they will use in "the real
world," and not to make a student
miserable. A certain amount of con
formity to a professor's guidelines on
the student's behalf is sure to pro
duce minimal misery that results
from poor grades.
Also, attending class is sometimes
just as difficult for a professor as it is
for a student. It is very easy for a stu
dent to fall into the trap of thinking
that a professor is somehow super
human, able to teach long classes in
a single bound, astounding the be
draggled student with feats of
energy. Yet, needless to say,
teaching is a very tiring job. The next
time your are in a night class, try and
imagine yourself in the professor's
place; it can be said that most of us
would not like to stand in a class
room for three hours and teach
when there are other things to do.
As you imagine yourself in the pro
fessor's place, try to think up some
reason why he comes to class. The
big word "responsibility" just might
flash upon your cranium. Some
times responsibility is not the easiest
thing in the world to accept, but in
the formative years of college life it is
an essential factor gained, and
demanding in the real world beyond
USD. Does the student at the begin
ning of this story crawl out of bed
and get to class, or sleep through it?
The choice is yours.
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STATE OF THE ASB ADDRESS
This address, although mandatory
under the jurisdiction of the ASB
Constitution, can be of great value to
the students. The ASB is not a
distinct organization isolated from
the will of the students. Every stu
dent at this University is a member of
the Associated Student Body. For
this reason we all have a vested in
terest in both the well being and per
formance of those officials, elected
and appointed, whose duty it is to
represent the will of the students
through the organization of the AS,
or Associated Students, (ASB for
convenience's sake). The format I've
selected for this discussion consists
of listing the areas of our responsibili
ty and then to discourse on our per
formance.

Financial
This is an area of special impor
tance in my "philosophy" concern
ing the effectiveness of an organiza
tion. Obviously, few of the services
the AS provides for the students
could continue without financial in
put. This makes the responsibility we
carry that much more important. I
realize that at certain times in past
ASB administrations have ex
perienced financial mismanagement
and on occasions outright theft.
Concerning the latter, I could never
claim to have all the answers. A
bond of trust exists between the
elected and those who elect. When
this bond is broken, often only
the conscience of the guilty individual
remains to rectify the situation. Sad
ly, we were faced with one such cir
cumstance this year. I chose to make
the incident as public as possible by
forming a Senate committee to in
vestigate the incident. The culprit
was not uncovered (although the
Senators did a great job in uncover
ing flaws which made the theft possi
ble) but we developed a tighter ac
counting system for the handling of
cash and receipts. But the point of all
this is to say to you that this kind of
"occurrence" will not be tolerated in
this administration.
As to our day-to-day financial pro
cedures, some important changes
have been made. I've instituted cosigning of checks so that both the
Secretary of Finance, Jon Matsuo,
and myself must sign all checks as a
safeguard and to facilitate better
financial communication. This year
we have also instituted semester
budgets for all directors and depart
ments, rather than doing this once a
year. This way we can review perfor
mance and expenditure halfway
through the year and then adjust the
budget accordingly. Finally, Jon
Matsuo developed a computer pro
gram which tied our whole checking
system into the University's com
puter terminal, making our whole
financial system simpler and more
effective.

The Debt
This was my main priority upon

Spirit

arriving in office. We inherited a
$15,000 debt from previous ad
ministrations. It's similar to starting a
ballgame three runs down. I vowed
to end the debt by the year's end so
that later administrations had a
chance to be judged on their own
financial merit, not someone else's.
With muted emotion I announce that
we have retired the debt in only one
semester. This is due greatly to good
financial practice and an emphasis on
revenue, yet it is not without regrets.
It is possible that we have not
presented enough events for the
students. Anyway, with the spectre
of the debt vanquished, I pledge that
we will now increase the quantity of
our events. (As a side note, we did
run into a lack of space for events
due to the delayed student union
construction).

The Role Of The Senators
Historically, in the ASB there has
been a great deal of uncertainty con
cerning the exact role of the
Senators. The first senate meeting I
held this year centered on this dilem
ma. Since that time the Senators
have been involved in a variety of
responsibilities, ranging from com
mittees to class meetings and parties.
Still, something is missing, and it is
up to the students to fill that gap.
This is the first year in memory that
the Senators have posted and kept
regular office hours. They are a
valuable resource — they can be us
ed to receive information, sugges
tions, and any complaints you may
have concerning anything at this
University, so come on down and
see them in the student union.

Flint Lewis. ASB President
Photo by Martha Crosby

Community Service
Each year the ASB performs a
service project for the community.
The spirit behind these projects is the
realization that the University is an
institution of the community as well
as of the students. In the past
semester, we've sent supplies to or
phans in Tijuana; our Program
Board put on a Christmas Party for
the orphans of San Diego Nazareth
House; and, currently, we're taking
part in the Walk for Hunger on Feb.
28. The Walk for Hunger will be ten
miles long with stops at McDonalds
and Del Mesa Liquor along the way.
We need volunteers who will sign up
sponsors. Once the sponsors are
signed up a computeried system will
bill for the money and the walkers
responsibility is ended. Come on
down to the ASB office and sign up
if you think you can make it (that's a
challenge).

Teacher Evaluations
These evaluations, instituted by
Robert Madden, Director of Evalua
tions, along with the help of Vince
Guilin, the Vice President, are a
clear example of what I meant by
saying we would expand AS services
for students. They give us a chance

to carry out our own evaluations
from a student perspective, which
will then be published in a book form
and distributed to the students. Con
sidering that this was the first year
the evaluations were done, that they
were voluntary, and that there was a
more than moderate amount of
teacher opposition to the whole
idea. I would label the whole opera
tion a success.

TG's
The TG's have also been a great
success this year. They were well at
tended and orderly. I apologize for
the twenty-fve cent increase but that
was the only way I could see that we
would be able to provide a better
quality beer (besides, it's hardly go
ing to plummet anyone into
bankruptcy). Furthermore, accor
ding to the original TG agreement I
made with the administration, food
was to be served at all the TG's. But
due to trouble with sign-ups and ser
ving, we've decided that we would
have to pay Food Service approx
imately $3,000 to provide food for
everyone at the event. So, they will
continue and there will be no extra
charge to the students.

The Social Persons Involved in
Reactivating Interest in the Toreros
(SPIRIT) is my response to the cons
tant complaints I've heard about stu
dent apathy here at USD. The goal
of the committee is to determine
how much school spirit (especially in
the athletic area) can be fostered on
campus. There are many phases in
this attempt.
1. Through sign-ups on our Spirit
sheet we've developed a core of
spirit-minded people who can pro
vide moral support for our athletic
teams. When our list is completed,
we plan to contact these people by
phone to remind them of game
dates and other information. We're
also purchasing hats for everyone
who signed up so they will have
some feeling of identity.
2. We're scheduling some of our
TG's around game days for communicational and logistical pur
poses.
3. I'm in the process of organizing
a faculty vs. ASB basketball game at
the half-time of a USD game to boost
attendance (I think the faculty
players are already intimidated!)
4. On February 28 — USD's last
home basketball game — we are
closing the cafeteria and serving a
barbecue dinner at the point instead.
Hopefully, we can turn this gather
ing into a pep rally to close the
season in style.
I'm looking upon this SPIRIT
committee as a springboard for
future years. It is more organizational
than actional at the present due to
the fact that it was conceived so late
in the year, but I'm sincerely pleased
and thankful that so many are
responding with such enthusiasm.

On The Role of the ASB

Student Responsibility
One of the reasons the Ad
ministration has been so helpful to
the AS this year is because we have
shown to them that we take our
responsibilities seriously. The same
situation exists for the other
students. If everyone shows
themselves to be responsible and
conscientious, whether it be at an
ASB event, in the dorms, or in the
classroom, then the students have
the right to ask for new rights and
rule changes. A case in point would
be my asking for an increase in the
number of kegs allowed at a TG. If
the students were responsible and
orderly there would be no problem,
as was the case previously.
However, if windows were broken in
the dorms after the last TG by just
one person, then the whole program
would be in jeopardy. This is
something that we should all keep in
mind, not only about school, but
concerning our whole life.

As a final note, I'd like to talk to
you briefly about the role of student
government in improving the quality
of student life. Personally, I see it as
having enormous potential. It can
organize people and events, it can
be a liaison between the students
and the administration, and it has
the means to communicate quickly
and efficiently to the students. I've
tried to institute all of these in the
past year, along with expanding the
services we can provide for the
students, but I still detect apathy
among the students, even though
we've made the ASB more centrally
involved in the lives of the students
than probably any other year. My
point is: the means are there, it's up
to you how strong the ASB can be as
an organization. I can pledge the
responsibility — it's up to you to
show the interest.
Thank you,
Flint Lewis
ASB President

VISTA
Editor
Vern Ismen

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter on the
behalf of my roommate . . . Excuse
me, my ex-roommate. If she were
here today, I'm sure she would want
to say how much she enjoyed her
time at USD. She would undoubted
ly mention her classes, some of the
parties and all the new friends she
made at this school. I'm also sure
she would express her sorrow at
having to leave on such short notice.
In her absence, please allow me to
tell my roommate's story (and that of
over 100 other USD students). You
see, my roommate was one of those
people on the work-study program.
Her earnings went to pay her tuition
bills at USD. She worked in an office
and was very good at her job. In the

fall she signed all the right papers
which stated when she would work
and the amount of money she could
expect to make for the entire school
year. The first semester passed
without consequence and she went
home for Christmas break looking
forward to the spring semester. After
two days of classes my roommate
reported for work and was given a
typed form letter telling her that she
no longer had an on-campus job
because of- cuts in the budget. Of
course,
she
did
have
options . . . she could take a job off
campus. But then again, that would
have been a little difficult without a
car. There was also the ever-present
"loan option."
Being as my "ex-roommate" is an

understanding person, I'm sure that
she understood that USD had little
recourse in the action it was forced
to take. I wonder however, if she
had known of this action in
November when the school first
learned of it, if things would have
turned out differently. I wonder if
she would have worked more hours
over Christmas break. I wonder if
she would have saved more of the
money she had earned!
Of course, the best I can do is
wonder. You see, my roommate
isn't here to tell me herself. She left
USD last week.
Thank you for listening to my
story.
Sincerely,
Valerie Andreone
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Campus Notes
The Formal 'Wolfe'
A formal reading by the Theater Arts Dept. of Edward Albee's Who's Afraid
of Virginia Wolfe, will be held Feb. 26, 27 and 28 in Camino Theater. This
marks the first time a formal reading has been presented at USD.

For Those Who Are Special
All Special Education students are invited to participate in working with the
Special Olympics team. USD Circle K will be sponsoring a Special Olympics
team. All interested persons may join our coaching staff. For more informa
tion, contact Vince Guilin at 293-4802 or stop by ASB office.

Lasers For The Mind
The Best of Laserium, a 70-minute cosmic laser concert featuring the music
of the Pretenders, Led Zeppelin, Yes, and Pink Floyd. At UCSD's
Mandeville Auditorium, Feb. 12, 13, and 14 at 7:00, 8:40, and 10:20.
Tickets at Ticketron and UCSD Box Office. For more info 452-4559.

For All
Sat., Feb. 14, the Hispanic Evangelization Team of the Diocesis of San
Diego will give the workshop 'Visitors for Christ' in Spanish in the Camino
Lounge from 9 to 4. There is no admission fee and everyone is welcome.

Spirits In The Woods
Sign up for Campus Ministry Retreat After the Sunday Mass. The retreat will
be Feb. 27 to Marcch 1. Cost $5.

Dissertations
To develope self-confidence, learn to speak efficiently, and gain skills to
prepare yourself for leadership positions can be attained by joining the USD's
Debate and Public Speaking Team. These benefits and more are available.
For more information contact Karen Meyer 291-6480 x 4343 or 298-8312.

Confirmed
Bishop Maher will administer the sacrament of confirmation in the Immaculata on Sunday, May 10, 1981. Any students who have not yet receiv
ed this sacrament are asked to see Father Dolan so appropriate arrangements
and preparation may be made.

Symposium
The Sixth Annual Symposium on Behavior and Learning Disorders will be
held at the University of San Diego April 3 and 4 in the Board Room of
DeSales.

MCAT *LSAT *GMAT
SAT *DAT *GRE • CPA
Peftnanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPE^ facilities
fa review of class lessons and

supplementary materials.
» Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed

» Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers
expert in their field.
» Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 85 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • NLE
Call Days, Eves.
& Weekends

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

San Diego Center
2180 Garnet Street Pacific Beach, Ca.
(714) 270-6810
For Information About Other Centers Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE

The

800-223-1782

$8 Precision
Haircut

1

(includes shampoo, conditioner & cut)
For

Guys and Gals at

LA JOLLA
CUTTING COMPANY
i-Call for
appointment.
La Jolla
737 Pearl St.
456-1170
State College
6163 University Ave.
287-0523
Point Loma
4766 Point Loma Ave.
223-0867

On Wednesday, March 18, the
Association of Independent Califor
nia Colleges and Universities
(AICCU), of which USD is a
member, will sponsor a series of
events in Sacramento. This day will
be entitled "Independent College
Day" and will include events
dedicated to increasing the visibility
of independent colleges and of the
very important Cal Grant program.
The major focus of the day will be
the presentation to members of the
State Legislature of letters and Peti
tions of Appreciation from Cal Grant
recipients and other interested par
ties. In order for USD to
demonstrate its support for the Cal
Grant program, the week of
February 16-20 has been designated
as the week to prepare for "Indepen
dent College Day."
Associated Student Body (ASB)
representatives in conjuction with
the USD Financial Aid Office will be
collecting signatures from Cal Grant
recipeints for the Petitions of Ap
preciation during the week of
February 16. Additionally, students
are encouraged to write individual
letters to their legislators urging them
to support the continuing growth of
the Cal Grant program. The ASB
representatives will have a table set
up in front of the Financial Aid Office
in Serra Hall for students to sign the
petitions and submit their letters.
The Cal Grant program awards
tuition grants to California residents
who have demonstrated academic
achievement and financial need.
USD students received $1.5 million
in Cal Grants last year. Continued
growth of this program is extremely
important and vital not only to the
continuing quality of education at
USD, but also to the future of all
California independent higher
education.

COUPON
Blow dry included
with coupon.
Long hair $2 extra
for blow dry.
Perm $27.50
Expires 2-11-81

USD will be offering a new service
beginning this semester. Located in
the Book Store is a new Box Office
which will enable students to pur
chase tickets to any USD event. The
Box Office will be open during
regular Book Store hours.
This new operation is brought to
us by the brainstorming of Miss Carol
Holmes, Director of Resident Ac
tivities, who last year put UCSD's
Box Office into motion. Any student
organization will be able to use the
ticket agency, given certain con
straints for accounting purposes.
Each ticket will be numbered and accounted for, to prevent any
discrepencies in bookkeeping.
Students wishing to sollicit tickets will
be held financially accountable for
them. (In other words, if you wanna
buy a ticket, you gotta pay for it.)
Negotiations are underway to open
a Ticketron Outlet in the Box Office.
Special Discounts will be offered;
among them, the ever-popular
Mann Theater tickets, which go for
$2.50 each. Available beginning
February 16th will be ASB Spring
Ball Bids, Yearbooks, Theater
tickets, Women's Mud Wrestling,
and numerous other events, yet to
be announced. As soon as they get
around to it, Physical Plant will be
putting up a bulletin board which will
announce pre-sale tickets available
to USD students.
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Questions by Carol Damon
Photographs by Martha Crosby

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE
MAIN CAUSE OF AMERICA'S
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS?
Bob Call
Junior
Economics
"Japanese and OPEC."

Sharlene Hagan
Sophomore
Accounting
"I think all of the foreign money that
is brought into the country."

Box Office
To Open

PREPARE FOR

1

College
Day Set

—

Steve Martin
Sophomore
Political Science
"I think it's going to be Ronald
Reagan."

Marc Lehberg
Junior
Business Administration
"Individuals within society want to
have the things they want without
wanting big government at the same
time."

Marambio
To Speak
A meeting of the Theta Mu
Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, the Na
tional Political Science Honor Socie
ty will be held on Sunday, February
15th at 7 pm in the President's
Board Room, De Sales Hall. Speak
ing on dictatorships of Latin America
will be Dr. John Marambio, a native
of Chile and chairman of the Foreign
Languages and Literature Depart
ment.

Mark Ryland and Shirl Creighton
Juniors Philosophy and English
Mark, "The high cost of tuition." Shirl, "But, I thought you didn't have to
pay?" Mark, "The high cost of books." Shirl, "But, don't you get a discount?"
Mark, "Well..."
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XJalentines

To Our Large and Dark Valen
tines, Happy Valentine's Day! We
Love Ya'! D&J
Scanner's Lament: Songs of a bet
ter day . . . maybe if 1 stopped look
ing, I could find him.
To the Big Cheese: Happy Valen
tine's Day — You're so Gooooood!
Love, One of your little Squeakers.
To: The U.S.D. Guys, 1 can't
seem to find you, you're
somewhere, not too far. Oh, lonely
ones who look for me, TELL ME
WHERE YOU ARE!! love, A Lonely
Heart
R.Y.: Previous todays were nonexistant. Thank You for creating one
for me. Happy Valentines Day.
Love, E.O.
To M&M: I really couldn't tell you
what you really want to know; but I
sure would like to help you find the
answers to the questions of con
templation resting on your mind. N.
"Blossom, smile some sunshine
down my way, lately I've been
lonesome" Love, Baby Boots
Uriah: Eat and drink and love me,
oh, 1 can't wait 'till you're mine. We'll
have to get together soon for the
backrub, jacuzzi and wine.
To P. and the little one: Walking
down life's traveled road, my life's
been full of gives and takes. I shrug
and sigh and bear the load and
figure, we all make mistakes!! love,
Billy the Kid.
Bridget & Hilary: Thanks for hav
ing the patience to edit my long
copy. Happy Valentines Day,
William.
Mr. Mathew Stehly: Rendezuous
with Us 11 p.m. You know the
place!!! xxxxoooo love, The Study
Group, R2, K2, MC, & KC.
Andy Totman: lovies and hugs to
our favoite valentine, love, Mom &
Sis ("I'LL bet")
Paul, Bry, & Mike, Love You.
D&M.
Eric, You'll always be my only
Valentine, I Love You — "Punkin".
Cathy C.: Hope that we can
straighten out anything that stands
between us. I apologize for sounding
abrupt; sometimes I'm just clumsy. I
love your openness, style, and per
sonality ever since I met you playing
ping-pong on Day One. Let's return
our friendship to the comfortable
ness we had before. Okay? signed
Nova.
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
Candy is Sweet, And Hagandaz is
Yours Tonight. Bear.
Cheryl: Be my Valentine, Lester.
(P.S. You see, I did it.)
Jon T. Matsuo: Is it true that
you're now open game? Curiously,
Herbette.
Mary Durnin: Can we tryout the
Octopus sometime? Yours, the
"Dancing Machine".
J.C.: Hope you have a simply
"ducky" Valentine's Day! H.S.
A Sheree: la personne qui est le
plus importante dans ma vie. Je
t'aime, C.B.
Dawn Drive Snoozer, Happy
V-Day. Smile. X Country Cruiser
still Luv's Ya. Wise up dummy.
Remember ASB. Love is 99%
PERSPERATION & 1% INSPIRA
TION. Curly.
K.T.: Thanks for the past year of
love and laughter. You're number 1
in my heart. M.B.
I Love You, Jenny Jean. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Punkin, I Love You, very much
(and I'm not kiddin' kitten) Love,
me.
To Paul B.: You're the sun after
the storm; On chilly nights, you keep
me warm. Your candle shines out
perfect light; Your love, though,
spoils my appetite. Love, Little Or

Love gives naught but itself and takes naught but from itself.
Love possesses not nor would it be possessed;
For love is sufficient unto love.
— Kahil Gibran

phan Annie.
To alaskan Eskimo Queen:
Howdy good looking. I'd like to wish
ya Happy Valentine's in hopes that
we can rub noses on a cold, starry
night in the prairie. Love, The
Desert Snake
To Charles Gonzales: Life without
you would be a meaningless void
Happy V Day! Love, H.S.C.
To Veronica S.: True friendship is
the best Valentine ever!! Jan.
To Chris: Gee your hair smells ter
rific! Love, Jim
To George, Bearded men are de
viants. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, M.S.
M. "I AM CRAZY ABOUT
YOU." B.
Mike Ramsey — will you be at the
T.G.? C.
Bess: Happy Valentine's Day, My
Little Lotus Blossom. Love, Bears.
To Steve: Violets are blue Roses
are pink And this is a silly waste of
ink But I want to say On this Valen
tine's Day How much I Love You in
every way. Love Strawberries.
To the Coldest Woman in the
World: Happy Valentines Day! (and
put your coat on!) Love, A.
To the Prisoner of Passion: I am
forever yours. Love, the Instigator of
Passion.
Weeble: Life used to be so hard.
Now everything is so easy because of
you. Love, Weenie.
Ringo: I wanna hold your
hand . . . Your favorite Beatle
groupie, D.
KK: I'll love you forever, and
that's a promise. Love, Your
Guacamole Dip.
To all the ladies in our lives. Love
and Kisses, the Phi Kaps
Hills: Don Quixote still lives.
M.M.B.: "The Greatest Love Of
All" R.E.O.
To My Pebble Beach Poodle: You
are my "ree" of sunshine and as
sweet as peaches. You make my
popcorn pop, and I'm tickled PINK
to be your one and only. Please be
my valentine — forever. I love you,
sweety, Buffy.
Guido and Mush: Dear Sweet
hearts, we just want you to know
that you're our special pals and the
Kings of our hearts! We love you,
Yeanne, Skeskelia Lombardi and
Anna.
What my romance is not a moon
in the sky, a blue lagoon or the
month of May. Jim, my romance
doesn't need a thing but . . . you.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
Lauren.
To The Boy With the Bedroom
Eyes: It has been a crazy but
wonderful two weeks, I'm afraid that
I am falling in love with you and I
don't want it to end. From the girl
with the nice ankles.
Michael: Valentines only lasts a
day. Be mine, everyday? Donna
Peanut Butter: I know about
Valentine's Day, but what about
Valentine's Night? Sugar Bear.
Greg: I'm glad you're my Valen
tine. Heather.
Who's blond and snores in pick
up trucks? You don't know but she
sure does. Happy Valentines. Love
and Handshakes, Animal.
To Bob (6'8"): You're tall, cute,
but a bit too shy. If you'd only talk to
me a little more — you'd really make
my day. I'll be waiting. From Matty's
Party.

Maureen: You can let the nose
down now. It's V.D. and you could
get it. You're cute and you could be
sweet but they don't make hats big
enough for you. Sorry but you need
this once in awhile. Love and
Whatever, Tiger.
To Bambi: The sunrise in your
eyes in the morning shows your
beauty. Nights like last night I'll
always remember. Can't wait to
meet your Mom. Forever yours,
Herschel.

To M.C.
With
Love

I never thought my feelings for
someone
Could develop into something
rare,
And if you carefully read the
following words —
I hope you'll understand the
thoughts that I'm trying to
express,
And the emotions that I want to
share . . .
With each smile that you have
cast my way —
You have sown a seed of
affection.
Each one has found a place in
my heart,
And nurtured by time and
laughter,
The seeds have blossomed into a
love quite close to perfection.
Now, our time together draws to
an untimely end.
The carefree laughter gives way
to fears,
And although these should be the
happiest moments,
Too often I am unable to hide
the tears.
Occasionally, I gaze into the
evening sky
And I behold a solitary star that is
more radiant than
All the rest.
And I make a wish each time I
see it
As I give thanks that with such
beauty I have been blessed.
It seems to me that you are like
that star.
Your qualities are so unique,
your beauty is so bright.
But, what would I do if you were
not close to me?
How would I find my way in the
darkness if the star left my
sight?
Now, shall I forget my pride and
disclose
The wish that I whisper — the
dream that I want to come
true?
For I repeat again and again, "If
only you could love me,"
For you see my friend, I am in
love with you.
To Diane and Jackie: Beware
Give-away and McMuffin, you'll
have to pay the price of a thousand
ghettos (with lawn chairs). Just
remember you can't escape "The
Darkness." Why do we all take
things so seriously? Serious

Monsters.
Sicily Cienta, Drive slow and drink
your medicine. Happy V.D. tu se
Belisima. Not bad Quarter Pounder
Eh? You're sweeter than Gerkins.
Tan Momma.
Deena: You know the minute you
stop looking, they all come around.
When do you start? Want to buy a
watch? Here's to tonight! love, Wally
Mark O.: The ride from the airport
was wonderful. Happy Valentine's
Day. love, A.
Sally, Had any pizza lately? Light
Blue Caddy.
376 MOK is loved by 204 DBX.
Herschel, My love for you is real,
the popcorn was unreal and Mickey
Mouse is surreal. Bambi.
C.P.: It's a snatch!! Biva
Bridget: I love you desperately.
Us
The burgers were great. Next
time, at the A-Frame, Okay? The
coupons have yet to be redeemed.
Firsts are supposed to be special and
you are. Con Amore, Total Coor
dination (College Key)
Peaches, The only thing better
than being in love is being in love
with you.
Devra, Just wanted to let you
know how happy I am to have my
SWEETHEART here with me in San
Diego on Valentine's Day! Love,
Vince.
Candye, Talk dirty to me. Ben
Words of Wisdom for the wild
ones on Serra Hall: To the gatherer
of sticks from every valley, are you
building a house or a fire? Haji
To Granola — yesterday you may
have been in a cacoon but today you
are a bright beautiful butterfly. Won't
you try your wings?
To Vern, with love. Vern
Varunet Sister; Have a happy
eventful Valentine's. We still hope to
meet you in the ring for an exotic
tag-team match. Love, The Zebco
Bros.
Kelly "Jane" B: Happy
Valentine's to a women I've seen
hanging on limbs a lot and hopefully
we'll swing by each other on a
moonlit night. Love, "Tarzan"
Laura E: Happy Valentine's to a
very special and adventurous
woman. I would like to go on more
outings like the last one. Love, Mr.
Del Mar.
A special Happy Valentine's to
you, knowing that we will probably
never be together, my heart will
bleed forever. Love, Secret Admirer
Bros.
Bandinni Sisters: We extend a
very Happy Valentine's to you all in
hopes that one day or night we can
pull off some capers together and be
partners in crime. Love, Beach
Bros.
To the great leader of the orinthological society. Happy V.D.!
V.M. & P.M.
Fred: Happy V.D.! Where's Bar
ney? Wilma.
To Ling's Drugstore Clerk — Hap
py Valentine's Day! Where's my Pesque avec Hollandaise? From you exUSD work study buddy.
Dear V.C.: Happy Valentines
Day! From Two Admirers (aka V.M.
& P.M.)
To Dad: Happy Valentine's Day!
We love you — your children:
Bunny, Kougar, Ruffina, Smirf,
Holly, Teddy, Zoologico, Fawn
Marie, Trudy, Pucky, Lion *1, Lion

*, Sammy, Feido, Feindo, Wanica,
and Oswego (wherever he may be).
To "My New Firebird": Roses are
red, violets are blue, Illinois is for the
birds, but we love you! Happy
Valentines Day! From you roomies
V & P.
"Sweets": I am glad that it was
your that attacked me at Romaines
on March 17th, 1979! Happy Valen
tines Day! — Your "Precious"
Mary K.: How about a Mexican
Coffee at lunchtime? Happy Valen
tine's Day to you and Dennis. P.M.
Dear Lafayette: For all the danc
ing we did at Homecoming, at least I
got one good swing in! Happy
Valentines Day! MCD P.S. How's
your jaw?

To Anita from Hollywood: Roses
are red, violets are blue, balls are for
him, here's to you! Hang in there,
baby! - V.P.
To Feido, "Feindo and Sammy":
Hopefully, I will win the custody bat
tle and you will be allowed to come
home with the person who will love
you, feed you and clothe you. Your
step-brothers, Wanica and Panicaprez may come home also. Happy
Valentines Day from your mother
who loves you.
To all A D Pi members: I'm not
lion — you're all the greatest sisters
ever! — Alphie
I love you, Todd Robert. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Jennifer.
Hon: Having a sweetheart like
you just makes my heart sweet! Cin
dy 2-14-81.
J.C.: Hope you have a simply
"ducky" Valentines Day! H.S.
James Heylon: Aan mign valentijn! (Anonymous)
Orville: Let me run my fingers
through the hair on your toes and I'll
never bother you again! Yours, Annabelle
Henry Zohner: You'll always be
my favoite (Tasmanian) Devil.
B.J.: You've acted your way into
my heart!
Kirk: Fellow doctor's kid, here's
wishing you the best!
Bill L. Farr: Happy Valentines
Day — and every other day too!
Joe Jacubezyk: Badz moja stotka
serce!
Steve Keeler: Your friendship has
made me even happier than your
parties!
To Martha: Thanks for the great
photo session. I especially loved the
"close shots." You'll always be may
valentine. Signed, the Lonely
Writer.
To Cuddles: Happy V.D. —
(Valentine's Day-you perv!) LN
To Meg: If there is such a thing as
poetic justice then may your rewards
be many. An Admirer.
Adelaide: Its a long way from
Fuerte Dr to Camino Theatre and an
even longer way from Art History to
Advanced Comp. Obediah.
H — Happy Valentine's Day (&
could you water my plants? See you
soon) — D
Lumberjack: Are you pressing
flowers tonight, or can we frolic?
You can borrow my bra and
suspenders. Lady of the West.
4 J's & Co.: I miss you! If I'm not
around Saturday, collect as many
kisses as you can and put them on
my account. Love always, Your
favorite interior decorator.
John Carroll: We'll all miss you!
Happy Valentine's Day & get well
soon! Love, the Vista Staff.
Bonza-Morega Choc Factory:
Love your (chocolate) kisses.
Hilary's Roomie.
Bear: Be my Valentine and you'll
get it regularly. Les.
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Christian: Je t' adore, mon valen
tine, avec toute mon coeur.
Maureen.
Hon: Having you as my
sweetheart just makes my heart
sweet!! Love, Cindy. 2-14-81.

Bobby Sullivan: You'll never
know! ????
To a real good buddy Sheebs.
Luv, a dumb Mexican.
Kelly B.: I adore your company!
You're among only a handful of un
pretentious females that I've ever run
across here. I loved our conversation
together. Hope we out-of-staters can
get together for some casual "talks,"
jogging, etc. (The pom-poms look
great!) Signed J.

Day from an ex-dirty look giver.
Bill O.: To a good friend and the
Paul Bunyan of my dreams. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Mary.
Happy Valentine's Day, Glo —
It's good to have you back —
Spawk.

Hilary: Happy Valentine's Day.
"Solar Prestige a Gammon!" R.M.
Pisan, Yankees deserve Valen
tines, too!
Bob — I'd swim a mile for you —
Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Fran.
To Merv the Perv: "M" may be
fun but on Valentine's Day wouldn't
"S" be more productive?
To Vincente: smile is worth a
thousand words. Happy Valentine's
Day! Love, ME.
To Mark Schaefer: "9 to 5" aren't
the only good hours! Happy Valen
tine's Day! Love, Lily, Jane, and
Dolly.
John Mullen: Happy Valentine's
Day, Stud. This coupon is good for
one
!!! Use your im
agination. Your Truly, Sp3.
Henry: Happy Valentine's Day!
You'll always be my special Valen
tine. Love always, Snoozen.
Michele, Sally, Anne, Maureen:
Happy Valentine's Day to the best
roommates anyone could ask for; I
Love You. Mr. Green and White
P.J.'s
I Love You, Todd, Robert, Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Jennifer.
Happy Valentine's Day to the only
guy that I know who washes his car
on a rainy day. Love, Walter Brennan.
I'm all for starting over, Boom
Boom, if you are. Happy Valentine's
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Guide To San Diego
Entertainment
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MUSIC
Aztec Center Backdoor, San Diego State University. 265-6947.
Larry Coryell, guitarist and a pioneer of the jazz-rock fusion movement.
Sunday, February 15 at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

THEATRE
Fiesta Dinner Theater, 9665 Campo Rd., Spring Valley. 697-8977.
"The Sunshine Boys," Neil Simon's tribute to vaudeville about an aged
comedy team reunited one last time for a television special will continue
Tuesdays through Saturdays following a 7 p.m. dinner, Wednesdays and
Sundays following a noon brunch, and Sundays following a 6 p.m. dinner.
Call for ticket information.

CINEMA
Ken Cinema, 4061 Adams Ave., in Kensington. 283-5909.
Friday, February 13: Martin, 7:10, 10:45 p.m. Night of the Living Dead,
5:30, 9:05 p.m. $3.00.
Saturday, February 14: How I Won The War, 7 p.m. Let It Be, 5:30, 9:10
p.m. $3.00.
Sunday, February, 15: Casablanca, 3:30, 7:20 p.m. The Maltese Falcon,
11:40 a.m., 5:30, 9:20 p.m. $3.00.
Wednesday, February 18: JAZZ on film, Lady Sings the Blues, 7:35
p.m., Cabaret, 5:30, 10:15 p.m. $3.00.

MUSEUM
Serra Museum in Presidio Park. Victor Lopez, Mexican-born and a San
Diegan since high school will have his works on display. The artist works in
colored and black and white pencils and acrylics on themes that touch upon
Mexican religious and folkloric influences upon his life and dreams. Through
March 1. Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Daily.
San Diego Museum of Art, Balboa Park. 232-7931.
February 21 to April 5: A Selection of Paintings and Graphics by Pablo
Picasso. Hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Closed Mondays. Admis
sion: $2.00 or $1.00 with valid student identification.

SPORTS
Sports Arena, 3500 Sports Arena Blvd. 224-4176.
16th Annual Pacific Indoor RODEO '81. Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
February 27, 28, March 1. Shows: Friday 8 p.m., Saturday 2, 8 p.m., Sun
day 3 p.m. Tickets: $6, $7, $8. XETV FAMILY NIGHT FEB. 27; Buy One
Ticket, Get One Free! Tickets on Sale Now at all Mad Jack's Sound Centers,
all Leo's Stereo Stores; and Sports Arena Ticket Offices.

DINING
Abilene, at the Town and Country Hotel, Hotel Circle, 291-7131.
WEEKN1GHT HAPPY HOUR from 4 til 9 p.m., munchies served from 4
til 7 p.m. and Tuesday through Saturday from 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. you can
two-step to the music of Lanny Prewitt and Cinnamon Ridge. Wednesday
Nights are Ladies Nights; Margaritas are all $1.00 for everybody. FREE
Dance Lessons 7-9 p.m. Tues. & Thurs.

CHANGE OF PACE
Fox Theatre, 720 B St., 236-6510 for ticket information. THE ORIGINAL
ROCKY HORROR SHOW. Six performances only. Thursday, Feb. 19 thru
Feb. 22. Thurs. & Sun. at 7:30 p.m. Fri. & Sat at 7:30, 10:45 p.m.

ON CAMPUS
Fri. Feb. 13: Valentine T.G. 3-5 p.m., Sports Center.
Sat. Feb. 14: ASB/Lark presents Valentine's Day Dance 9 p.m. Lark.
Tues. Feb. 17: Sign up deadline for Big Bear Downhill Ski Trip on Feb. 21
(Bus leaves at 5 a.m., returns at 8 p.m.) Cost: $24, includes transportation
and lift ticket.
Wed. Feb. 18: Noontime Concert featuring Bob Austin, vocalist 12:15
p.m. French Parlor.
Thurs. Feb. 19: ASB/Speakers Bureau in association with BSU pesents
Nikki Giovanni, famed Black poet. 6:30 p.m. Camino Teatre.
Sun. Feb. 22: ASB/Cultural Arts presents "MY FAIR LADY" with Rex
Han-ison at the Pantages Theatre in L.A. Bus leaves at 11:15 a.m. curtain at
3 p.m. Cost: $20, includes transportation and lunch. Wed. Feb. 25: Noon
time Concert featuring Fr. Nick Reveles, piano. 12:15 p.m., French Parlor.

Skip — I would have sent you a
singing Valentine, but I figure you
can only stand it twice a week. Hap
py Valentine's Day, Karen.
He's not so shy — remember the
mistletoe!
Jim Scott — If I am a real good girl
can I have a ginger cookie for Valen
tine's Day?
Nothing sarcastic here, faithful
Vista writer — just a "Be My Valen
tine" request from the Boathouse
Overeater.
To Meg — If there is such as thing
as peotic justice then may your
rewards be many. An Admirer.
Brent Nicolai: I'm locked into car
ing for you.
John Rutledge: D.B. is an insuffi
cient sub.
Robo: I know you're preoccupied;
but remember I'll always care for
you.
Christian: Who else could
"stroke" his way into my affections?
Steve W.: I think I already told
you.
Tom W.: Y'all have a Happy
Valentine's Day Ya' here?
Greg & Tim: Let's do a better bag
§ next time! Good luck to you.
£
Physical Plant: Thanks for cleana ing up the mess, buddies. We'll int: vite you next time, if you promise
2; you wont tell. Love, VISTA
V:G. (aka the machine)
Love means nothing to a tennis
0
o player — how's your game been
£ lately?

(jupicf's (Jorner
by Hilary Schmit
The signs are all there: From ZTA
carnations to a special ASB dance,
February 15 has been pinpointed as
the day your sweetheart will do
violence to your being if you've
neglected to celebrate the preceding
day. That's right, Saturday is
February 14, Valentine's Day — so
what do you plan to do about it?
You can, of course, treat your
Valentine to an extravagant evening
at some posh restaurant, or you can
send a heartshaped box of
chocolates. Gold and diamond
jewelry are a fine way to express
your sentiments; and a marriage
proposal will definitely show that
you care. Perhaps you don't care to
go to qite such extremes, though.
We at the Vista realize that the
average (poverty-stricken) college
student is thus placed in a bit of a
predicament. Therefore, this column
is today devoted to a listing of im
aginative, inexpensive things to do
and give this Valentine's Day. For
those of you lacking a particular
sweetheart, try out a couple of the
following suggestions with different
individuals — you might find
yourself with a new flame by the end
of the day.
You can:
—Break out the mistletoe from
last Christmas
—Give a chocolate Valentine card
(can be found at Great News in P.B.
Plaza)
—Have a wine and cheese picnic
at Sunset Cliffs
—Treat your Valentine with red
roses and red wine
—Open an account for your
Valentine at the local blood bank
—Watch the submarine races
—Give your Valentine a bag of
chocolate kisses, then real ones to
match
—Go fishing
—Find out where your Valentine
is ticklish
—Watch a sunset

—Watch a sunrise!
—Spend the day at Rosarita
Beach
— Ask out the person you've
always admired but figured he/she
had a date
—Change the oil in your Valen
tine's car
—Give your Valentine a back-rub
—Go wrassle in some tall grass
—Send an anonymous love letter
—Charter a sailboat
—Give your Valentine a set of
"playing cards" — jokers wild
— Have a candlelight dinner;
make sure the candles are short
—Play on some swing-sets
—Do something your Valentine
wants to do, even if you don't
—Help your Valentine with din
ner
—Help your Valentine with the
dishes
—Have a bonfire at the beach
—Share a bottle of Amaretto
—Go horseback riding
— Spend the evening by a
fireplace
—Go to a drive-in where a bad
movie is showing
— Wander through Seaport
Village, Balboa Park, or Old Town
— Learn a few nice words of
French or Italian and whisper them
in your Valentine's ear
— Handcuff your Valentine to
your wrist
—Tell your Valentine a good
night story
—Ask your Valentine to the Spr
ing Formal
—Dress up (or down) like Cupid
and frolic in the woods
—Write a list of your Valentine's
good attributes and one of the bad.
Burn the bad list and concentrate on
the good
—Have some olf-fashioned pic
tures taken
— Put Super glue in your
girlfriend's lipstick (good also for
April Fool's Day)
—Go to the mountains and have

a snowball fight
—Call your Valentine at midnight
the eve before Valentine's Day to say
you care
—Pick a bouquet of wildflowers
together
—Check out the tidepools at Torrey Pines
— (Censored)
—Read the Song of Solomon out
loud
—Write a love note on a steamy
bathroom mirror, or a cake (steamy
car windows are good, too)
—Go ice skating and share some
hot chocolate or cider afterwards
—Show each other your photo
albums
—Let your Valentine wake to find
a flower on the pillow
—Give your Valentine a bouquet
of balloons
—Listen to some classical guitar
music
—Watch a moonset
—Share a Certs
—Write a love poem
—Give your Valentine a stuffed
animal for when you're not around
—Be your Valentine's slave-for-aday
—Have some ice cream cones
(Swensen's is now offering "love
flavored ice cream")
—Play footsie under the table
—Have a night time picnic, either
in front of your fireplace or at the
Cross in Presidio Park
—Go to an outdoor concert or
play
—Go slow dancing in your own
apartment
All of these suggestions are made
with this Saturday in mind.
Remember, though, that the best
time to show your affection is all the
time. There are sixty ideas here;
that's more than one a week for an
entire year! I hope you enjoy
yourselves, each other, and the
pleasure that a little romance can br
ing into your lives.
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SNOW FLURRIES

Good Skiing On Marian Way
by Gina Arcaro,
Carol Damon,
Henry Zahner

While the snow falls in inches on
the slopes of Aspen, it falls in grams
at USD. The powder at Sun Valley
may be feet deep and miles across,
but the powder at USD can be sum
med up in a few fine lines.
The use of drugs on college cam
puses is not new, but the types and
extent of use change with the moods
of society. Cocaine, the drug of the
80's, may be more common than
many think. In a recent Vista survey,
40% of the 200 polled have tried the
expensive powder with 23% having
used it more than 10 times.
Cocaine users feel it offers them a
"high" that is not always worth the
price. A gram of "Coke" ranges from
$80-$140. Of those surveyed, very
few spend little if anything on the
drug. Many people find it offered to
them by friends. This fact, coupled
with a natural curiosity, has led
many to try cocaine. "I wanted to
see what it was like, after that it was a
love affair," said one of those
surveyed.
Of USD students, 38%, 30% and
10% use alcohol, marijuana and
amphetamines, respectively, while
nearly half tried cocaine.
Cocaine, which comes from the
coca leaf, used to be used in CocaCola as the base stimulant until it was
banned by the FDA. It was also used
as a local anesthetic. The practice of
using cocaine for a good 'high' is an
age old tradition, with the likes of Sir

Classified
FOR SALE
Realistic 8-track recorder-player
for home stereo. Very good con
dition. $40 including 5 blank
tapes. Call 291-4814.

AIRLINE
JOBS

Arthur Conan Doyle and Sigmund
Freud among its advocates.
This powerful stimulant causes
mental activity, quickens reflexes, in
creases stamina and reduces fatigue.
It instills the feeling of power aand
confidence. The "high" which lasts
about an hour, is usually followed by
depression.
Those who overuse the drug may
experience mild side effects such as
paranoia and halucinations. On the
more severe side, heart attacks,
respiratory arrest, and death can oc-

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
U
*
fj>\
«*J
Ii

JC

closer to 10%. "At the price it's at ,
it's really a waste." commented one
USD student.
The students are aware of the
widespread use of cocaine and they
seem to accept it to be as much a
part of college life as is studying.

CLCS OFFERS:
* Reasonable expenses * Travel
* Concentrated study in Taiwan
* Extensive course listing * Full University credit
ENTRY DATES: 4/1-6/12; 5/15-9/4; 9/21-12/18
First Quarter: Tuition S780; Housing $200.

Accepting Applications
for all Quarters

^ For Free Pamphlet and Information:
. Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815(213) 597-3361

Since who-knows-when, she
has been called "The Princess
of Black Poetry." The honor is
deserved, but the phrase is just
too commercial.
Slick hype just isn't NIKKI's
stye. Oh sure, her successes
are many. Honors, awards,
best-selling books and albums,
widely read columns. But to
NIKKI, success comes one
person at a time. With her
words, she touches you. With
her thoughts, she moves you.
With her poetry, she lets you
know how she feels.
She is a product of the 60s —
the flower-children/love-generation/gonna-change-the-world
60s. And change the world she
has. Not through flaming rhet
oric, placards and sit-ins. But
through love. Genuine caring
for people everywhere kind of
love.
It comes through in her
poetry. Her works are the col
lected experiences of being
Black, being a woman, a
mother, a person. They are life
set to verse.
It comes through in the
special way she affects people
who know her. As one critic
wrote: "Every facet of
GIOVANNI'S personality means
something entirely different to
everyone involved in her life."

cur with alarming frequency.
Cocaine is normally snorted
through a cylindrical device such as
a straw or a rolled dollar bill. A small
spoon may also be used. Prolonged
"snorting" will lead to the deteriora
tion of mucous linings of the nose.
The susceptability of infection and
disease is greatly increased.
One hazardous aspect of co
caine use is that of free-basing the
purification process that affords a
user a more intense high. The co
caine is mixed with an alkaline solu

tion and a solvent such as petroleum
ether. After the mixture separates,
the top layer is removed and allowed
to dry. This substance is then placed
in a water pipe and smoked. The
danger occurs from accidentally
lighting the ether, which can flare up
and even explode in the users' face.
This was the nearly fatal mistake of
confessed user Richard Pryor. Out
of the 48% surveyed at USD who
had tried cocaine, only 1% had ever
free-based, whereas in a similar
survey at UCLA this figure was

SURVEY OF COCAINE USE AT USD
1. Have you ever tried cocaine?
A. Never-52% B. 0nce-6% C. A few times-19% D. More than 10 times-23%
2. During your time at U.S.D. have you noticed an increase in use?
A. Yes-38% B. No-62%
3. If you feel it has increased, why do you think it has?
A. Availability-18% B. Just a fad-9% C. Other: Money-4%, Peer pressure-2%,
Good high-4%.
4. What drugs do you use?
A. None-31% B. Alcohol-65% C. Marijuana-27% D. Amphetamines-10% E.
Barbituates-1% F. Other* Mushrooms-3%.
5. If you use cocaine, how long have you been using it?
A. Less than a month-1% B. 1-6 months-2% C. 1 year-4% D. 1-2 years-6% E. More
than two years-19%.
6. Why did you start? Curiosity-15%, Various-13%.
Do you freebase? Yes-2%, No-34%.
7. How much do you spend each month on cocaine? 0 to $1000.
8. What percentage of U.S.D. students do you think have tried cocaine?
A. Less than 5%-4% B. 5-15% - 7% C. 15-25% - 1% D. 25-35% - 21% E. 35-45%
- 23% F. over 50% - 21%.

It comes through in the drive
and zeal with which she ap
proaches everything she does.
She is, at times, a prophet; at
times, a witness; and at times,
she is just looking at the world
with the wonder and awe of a
little girl first visiting
Cinderella's castle.
NIKKI was described
recently as "the voice of a bril
liant friend who's curious about
everything you think of and who
loves you like a sister but whom
you don't see very often, and
who doesn't mind telling you
the whole truth in a warm way."
That's NIKKI. Not quite as
slick a description as "The
Princess of Black Poetry," but a
lot more accurate.
Writer. Poet. Recording ar
tist. Journalist. Lecturer.
Person. The voice of a brilliant
friend. Hear her, soon.

NIKKI
GIOVANNI
The voice of a
brilliant friend

Feb. 19th
Camino Theatre
6:30 p.m.
Students $.50
Non-students $1.00

American Program Bureau, inc.

850 Bcylston Street, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167
Toll Free 800225-4575 - In Mass (617)731-0500
050

For information — write Airline
Publishing Co., 1516 E.
Tropicana 7A-110, Las Vegas,
Nevada 89109. Include a self ad
dressed stamped envelope.

ED'S SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
Located in front of USD's West
Entrance. Open 7 days, 7 a.m.
-11 p.m. Under New Manage
ment.
• Laundromat
• Dry Cleaning
• Fluff & Fold
• Attendants
• Music
• Refreshments
5425 Linda Vista Road,
291-2430.

FOR RENT
Furnished room for rent. $125
per month. Female Preferable.
Call 270-8027.

MISC.
Students Speed Read. $49.95.
Enjoy Instant Improvement in
speed reading, comprehension
and recall with our complete,
proven and guaranteed 5 week
home study course. Send $49.95
to: NEV1CO, 8660 D Miramar
Rd., Suite 379, San Diego, CA
92126.

JBK
MUSIC
Featuring . . .
• Any type of music (40s-80s)
• We cater all events — dances,
parties, etc.
• Self contained, powerful
system gives "live" effect.
• Lights included at NO extra
cost!!!

CALL 297-3090 FOR
MORE INFORMATION
ASK FOR KEN OR NIC

I.D/S

Driver's license quality plioto
I.D. cards while you wait.
Also available employee &
photographer passes, lamination.
printing, passport photos,
business cards, singing telegrams
and chartered buses.

Moto IJ/«
4782 Clairemont Mush Blvd.
Diane Shopping Center
(upstairs—1 mile west of 805)

27MIM
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1981 USD Tennis Season Underway
Men's Team Holds
Off San Diego State
USD Mens Tennis Team ranked
18th in pre-season NCCA Division I
and opened its 1981 season with a
display of impressive tennis downing
both Cal State Dominguez Hills and
Cal State Los Angeles by identical
scores of 9-0. The Cal State LA
team, weakened with ineligibility
problems, was no match for the
stronger USD team as was evident
by the scores:
Mens' Singles 1. Hermann d.
Feldrhin 6-1, 6-2; 2. Ward d.
Dawson 6-2, 6-4; 3. Jochum d.
Moya 6-0, 6-1; 4. Codd d. Fong
6-2, 6-2; 5. Rost d. Etchezara 6-0,
6-1; 6. Steinbroner d. Vasconollos
6-3, 6-3.

USD Women's Tennis Team, from left to right, Judy Newman, Laura Ortega,
MaryAnn Raftis, Diane Farrell, Scott McCarthy, Geralyn Sullivan, Andrea Bohn,
Julie Roberts, Lisa DeAngelis. Not pictured, Veronica Gholston and MariCarmen
Casta.

Women's Team Off To 2-1 Start
by Vince Guilin
and Judy Newman
USD's Womens Tennis team
opened its 1981 season with im
pressive 9-0 shut-out victories over
UCSD and USIU. Having gained
momentum and confidence, the
Lady Toreros then went into their
third match against nationally rank
ed Pepperdine University.
USD fought this bout tooth and
nail for nearly four hours before
bowing out to the Waves of Pepperdine 6-3. This year's young team of
players all of whom have yet to
reach their 20th birthday, turned out
the best score against Pepperdine in
USD's history.
The youthful team's starting
lineup includes freshman members
MariCarmen Casta, Judy Newman
and Laura Ortega with sophomore
members Diane Farrell, Maryann
Faftis and Geralyn Sullivan.
Though the team is extremely
young, the Lady Toreros are in no
way short of top calibre tennis ex
perience. Every team member is or
has been ranked in their home state,
and three players, Diane Farrell,
Judy Newman and MariCarmen
Casta, are ranked nationally.
In
their
opening match

againstUCSD on Feb. 3, USD swept
all of the singles matches without
losing a set. The doubles win
followed with similar ease except for
a 3-set victory registered by FarrellOrtega.
USD's showdown against USIU
proceeded in paralleled fashion; on
ly this time USD's doubles team of
Raftis-DeAngelis fought off three
match points to post a thrilling 3-set
victory, this match concluding the
final 9-0 defeat.
USD looked unbeatable at the
outset of thier match against Pepper
dine. Having destroyed USIU and
UCSD, the Toreros were confident,
earning quick leads in four of the six
singles matches. However, the Pep
perdine Waves asserted themselves
soon enough managing to capture
the 1st two completed singles mat
ches. The remaining four singles
show-downs were hotly contested
and extremely close. After the dust
cleared USD had won two of the
matches (3 set victories) — and lost
two. MaryAnn Raftis, yielding a
steady stream of ground strokes,
nearly succeeded against Pepperdine's Ellie Compton from the
baseline, but finally lost 6-4, 6-2.
The Waves' Valerie Cates stopped

USD's Judy Newman in an even
closer bout, by a score of 7-5, 6-4.
Newman utilized attacking groundstrokes and net play against her
hard-hitting opponent, and was in
control most of the match, save only
a few sudden death points which
seemed to make the difference.
Laura Ortega soundly defeated the
Wave's Marianne Layland 6-0 in the
third set, while Diane Farrell struggl
ed to reach 6-6 in the third against
Pepperdine's Ashara Morano. Diane
lost the first set 6-4 and rebounded
4-1 to win the second set. Before an
audience of enthusiastic USD tennis
fans she volleyed her way to a tie
breaker victory. Doubles followed,
with USD losing twice and winning
once. The matches were completed
under the lights due to darkness.
The Freshman doubles team of
Newman and Casta gave USD their
3rd and final victory match against
Pepperdine.
Undefeated thus far in dual match
competition are singles player Diane
Farrell and Laura Ortega and the
doubles team of Judy Newman and
MariCarmen Casta.
The Lady Toreros, an AIAW Divi
sion I team have an ambitious
schedule of nearly forty dual mat
ches this season.

Mens' Doubles 1. Ward-Wood d.
Feldstein-Dawson 6-3, 6-1; 2.
Jochum-Codd d. Fong-Etchezara
6-1, 6-3; 3. Herrmann-Steinbroner
d. Moya-Vasconollos 6-1, 6-1. The
outcome of the two Cal State mat
ches were best expressed by USD
player Pat Rost as being the result of
better coaching and more exper-

The Mens team next met crosscity rival San Diego State University
under cloudy skies eliminating them
in an exciting 5-4 team thriller. The
match opened with a startling upset
over USD number 1 seed Peter Her
rmann. Peter's seemly invincible
two-handed ground strokes proved
ineffective this time against the big
service game of States number 1
player Troy Collins; score 4-6, 6-3,
6-3. USD number two player Terry
Ward defeated State's Richard
Stoakes in a steady base line match
7-5, 6-4. Playing at number 3, Steve
Wood, a new recruit from Australia
began a promising first season at
USD by defeating Richard Stoakes
7-5, 6-4. Steve also received his first
taste of American unsportsmanship
as he and Terry Ward teamed up in
a number 1 Doubles match against
the SDSU team of Collins-Stoakes.

The incident occurred early in the
second set with USD having lost the
first set 7-6. As the result of a tem
porary technical problem with timer
on the court lights, SDSU refused to
wait for the lights to come on and in
sisted on continuing play under a
rapidly darkening sky. A heated
discussion resulted over one's ability
to see the ball but finally the host
USD team decided to pacify the
State team and play resumed. It was
noted, however, that on the very
next court, two other State players
expressed their desire for the lights in
order to see the ball.
With the team score tied at 4-4,
the outcome of the match rested on
the shoulders of USD's number 3
Doubles team of Peter Herrmann
and Eric Steinbroner. USD took the
lead by winning the first set 7-6 with
a display of Herrmann's powerful
ground strokes and Steinbroner's
hard, consistent serves. SDSU im
mediately came back to take the se
cond set 6-4, taking advantage of
the USD pair's unforced errors and
what seemed to be a temporary loss
of concentration on the part of USD.
The third set proved to be the
most exciting, with both teams and
fans lined up along courtside. USD
took a swift 5-0 lead, but SDSU,
with all the added support of their
teammates, fought back tying the set
at 6-6 all. With an exchange of quick
volleys by Eric and Peter's uncanny
ability to save sure SDSU winners,
USD went on to win the tie breaker
5-2. As USD coach Ed Collins com
mented, "Eric's strong play under
pressure surely made him the hero
of the match."
The USD Mens Team will con
tinue the season with an outstanding
1981 Tennis schedule matching
them with some of the best teams in
the country. So be sure to check
your current sports calendar for an
exciting afternoon of tennis.

MANN THEATRES & K-105 present

TftMmty
Midnight
Scream-O-Thon
and Saturday the 14th

Toreros Drop Series To NCAA Champs
by Pat Sweeney
The USD baseball team traveled
to Arizona last weekend to play the
defending national champion
Wildcats in a three game series. After
beating Arizona 10-0 last year, the
young Torero team seemed very op
timistic and ready for a good three
game series. To USD's disappoint
ment, Arizona had different plans
and beat the Toreros three straight,
16-5, 12-10, and 21-0.
Coach John Cunningham and his
team were very disappointed in the
sense that they had many oppor
tunities in the first two games, but
just couldn't capitalize on them. The
Torero's matched the Wildcats hit for
hit in the first two games, but made

too many errors and were very
much intimidated by the large
crowds (2600 on Friday and 5700
on Saturday for the double header).
"The first game was a hell of a lot
closer than the score indicates, and
we had the second game for the first
four innings, but we lost it in the
end," commented Cunningham.
The last game of the series was a
complete wipe-out, and a sign of a
very frustrated team. Coach Cunn
ingham summed the whole series up
this way, "When we made a
mistake, they capitalized on it. When
they made a mistake, we didn't."
Despite the three losses, Cunn
ingham gave much praise to his ball

club in many areas. "We proved we
can hit and we learned a lot. Starting
catcher Bill Pinkham was awesome,
hitting .417, and John Mullen, Doug
Paul and Andre Jacas all hit the ball
hard. Pitcher Glenn Goodwin, a
transfer from Mesa College, pitched
four very strong innings."

All Seats
$3.50
Starring

The USD baseball team is a young
but very talented team. Starting the
season against the defending na
tional champions is never easy, but
the Toreros proved a lot of promis
ing things to themselves. Lets show
our suport and cheer them on at the
next home game, Feb. 13 at 2:30
p.m. against Point Loma.

ALICE COOPER

A JOllA VllLAGt OR 452-7766
^

MANN RANCHO BERNARDO 6

V3350SP0BTSABti<7ar22^33^
11)740 BERNARDO CENTER CT

485-8641*)

EL CAMINO REAL AT HWV 7» • 438-7008 )
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Lady Cagers Battle in SCAA Action
by Jan Schiller

The Lady Toreros are looking for
ward to a successful second half of
the SCAA conference season. As
Coach Kathy Marpe says, "Our goal
is to win the rest of our conference
games . .
The first half of the season,
however, was a tough one for the
USD team. After last Friday's loss to
Cal State Northridge, their record
dropped to 5-16 overall and 3-4 in
the Southern California Athletic
Association play. The main problem
seems to be lack of total game inten
sity and, to help remedy the situa
tion, the Lady Toreros are hard at
work this week breaking down the
many aspects of their game and
practicing intently. A schedule of
three and four games-a week during
the entire month of January has not
been easy for this young team.
"Back to the basic fundamentals," is
the word at USD. Coach Marpe
adds, "A team which lacks many
basic fundamentals can not survive
on one or two practices a week, and
that's what we have been faced with
the entire month of January. While

many of our goals are being ac
complished in terms of learning, we
are not winning games and that
takes a toll on any team."
Here is a rundown of the Lady
Toreros SCAA conference games:

Cal State Northridge 59 USD 50
This was a close game for USD,
they were in it the whole time. As
Coach Marpe says, "We played a
good game, I felt, we just made a
couple of mistakes." Coach Marpe
also felt that USD scoring was well
balanced but that Northridge got the
points needed to win the game by
making free throws at the end. The
Lady Toreros played better defense
than the Northridge team, though,
with a total of 57 rebounds com
pared to Northridge's 34 rebounds.
USD's 6-foot center, Martha Nelson,
had a game high 14 rebounds,
Michelle Grier scored 11 points and
Barb Minear added 10 to pace the
Lady Toreros.

UC Irvine 69 USD 63
In this close SCAA contest played
at the Sports Arena, the Lady
Toreros came up short against UC
Irvine. UCI shot 52% in the second

half to USD's 37%, and that proved
to be the difference. The hot hands
of Katherine Hamilton with 19
points and Diana Mier with 15 points
and 12 rebounds paced the
Anteaters, while Michelle Grier led
the Lady Toreros with 19 points.
Annette Everett also added 13
points and 11 rebounds.

USD 73 Cal State Northridge 63
In this earlier meeting with Cal
State Northridge, USD was vic
torious. In this game, USD's
Michelle Grier hit on 9 of 15 shots
from the floor and 5 of 5 attempts
from the line to tie this season's team
high of 23 points.

Cal St. Los Angeles 81 USD 65
During this contest with Cal State
Los Angeles, USD was never really
far behind throughout the game, be
ing down the most at 7 points with
four minutes left to play. At that
point, Cal State L. A. picked up their
offensive pace and surged ahead to
win. High scorers were USD's Grier
with 14 points and Lori Morris ad
ding 13 points. And once again the
Lady Toreros outrebounded with 58
rebounds to Los Angeles' 57 re

bounds. USD's Jennifer Perles was
the leading rebounder, bringing in
16 rebounds.

Cal Poly Pomona 82 USD 61
This meeting with league leading
Cal Poly Pomona was a difficult one
for the Lady Toreros. USD never
was able to get their offense to really
"click" against Pomona. The Lady
Toreros' shots wouldn't fall — while
at the same time they managed to
snatch 54 rebounds compared to
Pomona's 51 rebounds. Top scorers
were USD's Martha Nelson with 14
points and Sara Jane with 12 points.
Top rebounders were Jane with 14
and Minear with 13 rebounds.

USD 62
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 60
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, a team
that had beaten the Lady Toreros by
42 points in pre-season play, were
not victorious this time. USD held
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo guard
Laura Buehing (79-80 SCAA MVP)
to 11 points, while Morris led USD
scorers with 16 points. Grier and
Jane both added 14 points. The
Lady Toreros played a steady game
and managed to keep turnovers to a

minimum, thus coming away with a
hard fought victory.

USD 79 UC Santa Barbara 74
A close game all the way, the
UCSB Gauchos could never get that
one step ahead they needed to win
the game. In the final minute of the
game the Lady Toreros put in two
freethrows that clinched the win.
Leading the scoring was Minear with
16 points and 9 rebounds, followed
by Jane with 15 points and 15 re
bounds. Winning these two SCAA
games made the USD Women's
Basketball tean No. 1 in Conference
play and hailed a player, center Sara
Jane, as leading the Conference in
rebounds (32) and points (42). A
balanced offense and a disciplined
defensive effort were the keys to
these opening victories.
The Lady Toreros are looking for
ward to a more balanced February
schedule and are focusing in on key
areas of their game as well as key
games in which they plan to become
the victors. Their next home game is
this Friday against Cal State Los
Angeles at 7:30 in the Sports
Center. Come cheer them on to vic
tory!

Broncos Buck Toreros In Final Seconds
by Marc Yaffee

Halfway through their West Coast Athletic Conference schedule,
Coach Jim Brovelli and his Torero cagers have reached the goal they set
for the season; to be respectable and competitive in the WCAC. The
Toreros are in no festive mood to celebrate this feat however, as they
dropped a 64-60 nail-biter to Santa Clara.
The never-say-die attitude which has become a trademark of the
Toreros this season kept the locals in the game just as it had in their other
four narrow losses. Those contests were decided in the last minute or two
but this time the game wasn't decide until the final seconds.
With 14 seconds left, USD forward Jim Bateman hit an eight foot bank
shot which brought the Toreros to within one of the Broncos, 60-59. USD
went into a full court press but Santa Clara guard Tony Gower got past
mid-court and Bateman wisely fouled him as the clock had wound down
to nine seconds. Gower's first foul shot went in cleanly while his second
shot bounced off the back of the rim and rolled around the basket before
dropping in. Despite the three point Santa Clara lead and only nine
seconds remaining the Toreros were far from finished.
Brovelli called time out and told point guard Mike Stockalper to try and
draw a three point play. Stockalper came down and drove to the free
throw line and threw up a one hand shot that almost went in while
somehow drawing a blocking foul on Kelvin Bowers. With no time outs
left Brovelli hustled his players near the sidelines and told Stockalper to try
and hit the first free throw and then shoot the ball off the backboard on the
second attempt.
The Toreros pulled it off — almost. 'Stock' canned the first shot and
fired the ball off the backboard in the direction of Bob Bartholonew and
Bateman but the ball sailed past both of them and into the hands of Santa
Clara's Bill Duffy who raced full court to hit a lay-up at the buzzer.
Free throws provided the margin of victory for Santa Clara as the Bron
cos now 12-8 and 5-2 in WCAC play hit 82% of their foul shots (18 of 22
attempts) while USD players were only 12 of 19 (63%).
Bartholomew came back strong from a previous ankle injury pacing the
Toreros with 19 points and 11 rebounds as he went the full 40 minutes.
Gerald Jones tallied 11 points while Bateman turned in another fine per
formance off the bench scoring four points (all in the final minute) and
handing out three assists.
USD now 8-11 and 1-6 in WCAC play are in Portland tonight for 7:30
match against the Pilots of the University of Portland.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

"Record: 5-15 SCAA: 2-4

BLK

A

PTS

AVE

REB

R.A.

1.000 9

0

9

10

1.0

11

1.1

9

4

8

145

8.5

.659 29

3

56

287 14.4

75

3.8

.333

2

0

4

7 0.7

21

2.1

7/5

.714

4

0

4

9

1.3

4

0.6

1/0

.000

2

0

13

12

1.2

24

2.4
8.9

NAME

GP

FGA/FGM

CORLEY

10

17/4

.235

2/2

EVERETT

17

132/58

.439

40/29

.725

GRIER

20

341/129 .378

44/29

HARDIE

10

25/2

.080

9/3

HARPER

7

10/2

.200

HERRILL

10

17/6

.353

JANE
KRISTOVICH
MCDONALD

20
4

15

%

183/92 .503
9/2

.222

41/11

.268

FTA/FTM

50/19
0/0

%

S

108 6.4

21

17

8

203 10.2

177

.000 0

0

5

4 1.0

7

1.8

1

0

1

2.1

33

2.2

.380

16/10 .625

32

MINEAR

20

206/67

.325

49/26

.531 22

1

27

160 8.0

111

5.6

MORRIS

20

209/92

.440

55/32 .582 27

3

69

216 10.8

71

3.6

NELSON

11

59/29

.492

80/15 .750

0

10

1

73 6.6

50

4.5

PERLES

20

121/29

.240

21/8

.381 22

5

25

66

3.3

130

6.5

THOMAS

20

140/47

.336

25/16 .640 17

0

31

110

5.5

53

2.7

USD

20 1510/570 .377

339/194 .572 165

44

259

OPP

20 1481/647 .437

439/258 .588

"Does not include Cal State Northridge game.

1334 66.7

43.8

1552 77.6

44.4

Mike Ramsey in action for USD against Santa Clara University.
Photo by Martha Crosby

WCAC Standings
University of San Francisco
Santa Clara
Pepperdine
Gonzaga
Portland
Loyola

USD

Saint Mary's

League
6-1
5-2
5-2
4-3
3-4
3-4
1-6
1-6

Last Weekend's WCAC Results
Santa Clara 64 USD 60
San Frandisco 101 Saint Mary's 71
Gonzaga 80 Portland 62
Pepperdine 106 Loyola 81

Overall
18-4
12-8
10-10
14-6
14-7
7-14
8-11
7-13

